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ABSTRACT 
Asymptotic growth rates are obtained for the eigenvalues of a partitioned 
Hermitian matrix having positive definite and negative definite complementary 
principal submatrices, when the nonprincipal submatrix grows indefinitely large. 
Let H(p) be an n X n Hermitian matrix, partitioned as 
H(p)= 
where P is 7 X YI and positive definite, H is v X v and negative definite, and p 
is a nonnegative real number. In an interesting paper [l], H. v. Kempen 
showed that H(p) has precisely r positive eigenvalues, precisely v negative 
eigenvalues, and that the positive (respectively, negative) eigenvalues of H(n) 
are nondecreasing (nonincreasing) functions of the increasing pararneter p. In 
this paper we shall show that these results follow from some of the classical 
inequalities governing the behavior of eigenvalues of sums, products, and 
minors of Hermitian matrices, and furthermore, we shall obtain the asymp- 
totic growth rates of the eigenvalues of H(p) as p+cc. Certain limits 
involving these eigenvalues will also be evaluated. 
*This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant 
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The inequalities that we shall use are the following: 
(i) The Cuuchy inequalities: If C= * l 
[ 1 is an n X n Hermitian matrix 0 0 
with eigenvalues yi > . * + > y,, for which the k X k principal submatrix A has 
eigenvalues (pi > . . * > CQ., then 
y, > oi > Y~+,,__~, i= 1,2 ,..., k. 
(ii) The Weyl inequalities: If A,B, C= A + B are n-square Hermitian 
matrices with eigenvalues (pi > . * * > a,,, PI > * * . > &, y1 > . . . > y,,, and if 
l<i<n, If i<n, then 
yi+i_l<ai+/?j when 




lyi + p, < yi < q + pl, lGi6n. 
(iii) The Ostrowski quantitative form of the law of inertia: Let C, A be 
n X n Hermitian matrices with eigenvalues Yl >-*a > y,,, al> *a. > a,,, and 
let S be an invertible matrix with singular values si > * . - > s,,. If C = SAS*, 
and if A (hence C also) has r positive and v negative eigenvalues (m + v = n), 
then 
2 2 snai < yi < slai, 1 d i < 77, 
sfq < yj < &xi, ?r<i<n. 
Proofs of the Cauchy and Weyl inequalities can be found in numerous 
places. The Ostrowski inequality is established in [3]. In passing, we remark 
that many extensions of these inequalities are known; see, for example, 
[4,5,6]. These extensions will not be used in this paper. 
THEOREM 1. For any p, H(p) has precisely v positive and v negative 
eigenualues .
Proof. Applying the Cauchy inequalities to H(p) and its positive definite 
principal submatrix P shows that H(p) has at least s positive eigenvalues. 
Using R in place of P shows that H(p) has at least v negative eigenvalues. 
Since r + v = n, all eigenvalues of H(p) are accounted for, so that H(p) has 
precisely rr positive and v negative eigenvalues. 
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Notation: We shall let 
denote the eigenvalues of P, R, and H(p) respectively. Thus h,(p) 2 p7 >0 
> r1> A,+ l(P). 
THEOREM 2. (Monotonicity theorem) If pz > p1 >O, then 
hj(p,)<hi(p2), fmi=l,%...,?r, 
Ai(pl fori=s+l,...,a+v(=n). 
Proof. Set p2/pI = ur, where u > 1,~ > 1. Write H(p,) as 
H(p,)=SH(p,)S*+diag[(l-a2)P,(1-r2)A], (1) 
where S=diag[ul,,rZ,], Zk denoting the k-square identity matrix. Let L 
= SH(pl)S*. If e, > * * . > f, are the eigenvalues of L, the Ostrowski in- 
equalities yield 
max(u2,72)h(p1) > E, >min(u2,~2)Ai(p1), i=l,..., T, (2) 
max(u2,72)&(p1)< Ei <min(u2,~2)Ai(p1), i=n+l,...,n+v. (3) 
Applying the Weyl inequalities to the matrix sum (l), we obtain 
fi -(u”-l)p,<h(p,)< !$ +(T”-l)(r,I, i=l,...,n. (4) 
Putting u = 1, r =p2/pI in (2), (4) produces A,(p2) > &(p,) (for i G T), and 
putting u = p2/pI, 7 = 1 in (3), (4) produces A,(p2) < Ai (for i > T). This 
proves the theorem. 
By setting u = r = (~~/p$/~ in (2), (3), (4), we also obtain 
Ai(P2)~(P2/PI)Ai(P1)+(P2/P1-1)lr~l for i<n, 
and 
‘i (P2) > (P2/Pl)hi (PI) + (p2/p1- ‘)Pl for i > =a 
Thus, if we put p1 = 1, p2 = p, then for p 2 1 we have 
hi(l)<Xi(p)<phi(l)+(P-l)Jr”( for i<r, 
P~i(l)-(P-~)Pl~A,(P)~w for i>m. 
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These inequalities show that the growth rate of the eigenvalues of H(p) is at 
most linear in p, but allow the possibility of no growth at all. That both 
extremes may occur is shown by the example 
H,(P) = 
10 p 0 
01 0 0 
i- 
p 0 -1 0 
0 0 0 -1 
for which h,(p)=(l +p ) ’ ‘j2, X,(p) = 1, X,(p) = - 1, X,(p) = - (I+ p’)“‘. It is 
natural, therefore, to ascertain the exact growth rates of the eigenvalues of 
H(p). This is easily accomplished by using the Weyl inequalities in a slightly 
different way. 
We say that a positive (respectively, negative) eigenvalue Xi(p) of H(p) is 
asymptotically linear if constants a, b exist with a > 0 (a < 0) such that 
up- b < Xi(p) < up+ b for all p. We say that Xi(p) is bounded if IAi( < a for 
some constant a and all p. 
THEOREM 3. (Asymptotic growth theorem) Precisely a-rank Q positive 
eigenvalues and u-rank Q negative eigenvalues of H(p) are asymptotically 
linear in p, the remaining eigenvalues being bounded. In fact, if s1 > . . ’ 
> sq are the nonzero singular values of Q, then for all p > 0, 
psi-Ir,l<A,(p)<ps,+p,, i=l,..., 4, 
-Ir,l<&(p)< p1 i=q+l,..., n-q, (5) 
-P’n+l-i -Ir,l<h(p)~ -~s,+~-~+p~, i=n-q+l,...,n. 
Proof. We write H(p) as 
H(p)=[ p;* pf ]+[ ; 01. (6) 
The eigenvalues of 0 PQ 
i 1 are PQ* 0 k ps,, . . . , + ps,, 0, 0, . . . ,O. Applying the 
Weyl inequalities to the sum (6) immediately yields (5). 
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The inequalities (5) give the exact asymptotic growth rate of the eigenva- 
lues of H(p). The example above shows that the bounded eigenvalues of H(p) 
may be constant. This is not always the case. The following theorem enables 
counterexamples demonstrating this to be easily constructed. After a unitary 



















Here 0 is a nonsingular q-square matrix, which may be taken to be 
diag(s,, . . . ,sJ. 
THEOREM 4. If A is an eigenvalue of H(p) for more than 2q values of p, 
then X is an eigenvalue of H(p) f or every p, and in fact X is an eigenvalue of 
precisely one of Pz2 or R,. 
Proof, For more than 2q values of p, we have 
O=det(hi- H(p))=p2qdetQ2det(hZ-P,,)det(hI- R,,)( -1)’ 
+ terms in p, A of degree < 2q in p. (8) 
Here X is fixed, and the polynomial in p on the right-hand side has more 
roots than its degree. Hence each coefficient is zero, so that 
det(XI- P,)det(AI- R,,) =O. 
Thus h is an eigenvalue of Pz2 or R,, (not both since Pz2 is positive definite, 
R,, negative definite). 
From Theorem 4 we deduce that the bounded eigenvalue of 
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is not constant, since 4 is not an eigenvalue for p=O. Theorem 4 and the 
following theorem will yield the following stronger information about the 
eigenvalues of H,(p): As p increases from 0 to + co, X,(p) increases monotoni- 
cally from 3+2 ‘I2 to + cc, h2(p) increases monotonically from 3 - 21i2 to 4, 
As(p) decreases monotonically from - 6 to - co. From a later theorem we 
shall be able to deduce that lim,,,p2(h2(p) - 4) = - 10. 
The positive bounded eigenvalues of H(p), being nondecreasing, approach 
limits as p-00. What are these limits? And at what rate are they 
approached? We can answer this very easily using (7) and (8). Let q < i < TT, 
so that Ai is a bounded positive eigenvalue of H(p). From (7), (8) we get 
O=p-qdet(X,(p)Z- H(p)) 
=detQ2det(X,(p)Z-Z’ss)det(&(p)Z--Z&)(-L)’ 
+termsinp-‘,p-2 ,..., h(p). (9) 
Letting p-+co, we see that 
O=detQ2det( 1’ Pym &(pV-P,)det( &% &,(P)Z- %2). 
Since Pz2 is positive definite, R,, negative definite, it follows that 
lim ,,&(p) is an eigenvalue of Pzz. This completes the proof of the next 
theorem. Here, and henceforth, we let 
denote the eigenvalues of the blocks Pz2, R,,, respectively, in (7). 
THEOREM 5. (Limit theorem) The bounded eigenvalues of H(p) satisfy 
~~~)l,,,(P)=OlyC1....,~fnm~(P)=ar. 
The next theorem sharpens Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. (Growth rate of bounded eigenvalues.) The following 
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limits exist and are not infinite: 
&rrp2(X,(p)-a,), i=q+I,...,rr, 
J~~p2(~(p)-13,), i=lr+l,..., n-9. 
Pro_of. Suppose q is a root of Pzz of multiplicity e. We may assume Pz2, 
R,,, Q are diagonal. We have 
AZ-P,, 
det(hZ- H(p)) = det - “_l 
-PQ 
0 
- p12 -PC 
AZ-P,, 0 
0 AZ-R,, 
0 - R2, 
0 
0 I * WV -%2 AZ - R,, 
Here the diagonal of AZ - Pzz contains the term A - &I precisely e times. The 
determinant (10) is a polynomial in p, of degree 29, the coefficients of the 
separate powers of p being polynomials in A. Since AZ- H( - p) = S(XZ- 
H(p))S - ‘, where S = diag(Z,, - I,), det(hZ- H(p)) is an even polynomial in p, 
that is, it involves only even powers of p. We claim that (A- a,)“, (A- 
ai) e-l,(A- ai)e-2,...,(A- a*)O are divisors of the coefficients of 
$4, p%-s,p%-4,, , , ,p2.9-2e, respectively. Let t < e and consider a nonzero 
term in det(AZ - H(p)), i.e., a “diagonal product,” producing p2qm2’. Suppose 
this diagonal avoids j of tlie elements A- q in the main diagonal of AZ- Pz2. 
In order to yield a nonzero product, this diagonal must in the j columns 
containing the avoided elements of ,AZ- Pz2 select elements from - P,,, and 
in the i rows containing the avoided elements of AZ- Pzz select elements 
from -P,,. The selected elements of - PI2 being in different rows, the 
diagonal cannot use j of the p elements in the upper right -pQ block, and 
the selected elements in - P21 being in different coJumns, the diagonal 
cannot use i of the p elements in the lower left -pQ block. The highest 
power of p that can be produced by this diagonal product therefore is p2qm2f. 
Thus, if i > t, this diagonal product cannot produce a term involving p2qe2’. 
Hence any nonzero diagonal product yielding p2qm2’ must omit at most t 
factors A - q from the main diagonal of AZ - Pzz, and therefore must use at 
least e - t factors X - ‘yr. Hence the coefficient of p2q-2t is divisible by 
(A- &J--t. 
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Setting A= Xi(p) for a bounded positive eigenvalue h(p), we get 
O=det(A,(p)Z- H(p)) 
= (4 (P) - ai)ef,(Ai (P)) p2’+ (~i(P)-ni)“-1fl(hi(P))P2q-2 
+ * . . +(7$(p)- ai)0fe(Ai(p))p2q-2”+fe+l(Ai(p))p2q-2e-2+~~ . . 
(If e > q, take fq+ i = O,fq+s = 0,. . . .) Here f,(A),f,(h), , . . , ar_e polynomials in X, 
with fo(X) = ( - l)q(h - q) -e det(AZ - Z’,,)det(AZ - R,,)det Q2 not divisible by 
A - q. Multiplying by p-2q+2e, we get 
[P”(X,(P)-$)le+ [P2(Ai(P)kai)lew1f# 
0 I 
+ *.’ +(Ai(P)-ai) 
0.6(X,(P)) I .L+l(xi(P))P-2 +... =o, 
f (x,+)) 




Then p”(h, (p) - q) is a root of the polynomial 
A”+ F(Ai(p))he-l+F2(Xi(p))Ae-2+ * * * + F&(p)). (II) 




Now hi(p), being a root of the polynomial det(AZ-H(p)) for which the 
coefficients are continuous functions of p, is itself a continuous function of p. 
Hence p”(A, (p) - ai) is continuous in p for finite values of p. As p-+00, the 
coefficients of (11) converge to the coefficients of 
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and therefore, by [2, Theorem 1,4], the continuously changing root 
P2(UP) - %) of (11) converges to a root of (12). This establishes the existence 
of lim,,,p2(h,(p) - q) f or each positive bounded eigenvalue Ai of H(n), 
and similarly lim,,,p2(Ai (p) - pi) exists for each negative bounded eigenva- 
lue. 
Since there are e values of i for which 4(p)-+ai, and since (12) is a 
polynomial of degree e, it is natural to conjecture that the roots of (12) are 
precisely the limits 
J$r& P’(+(P) - %) 
for those values of j for which ai = q. We shall now prove this conjecture. 
THEOREM 7. Let lim,+,Ai(p) = o*, for Ai((p) a bounded positive eigenua- 
lue of H(p), and suppose there are e values of i for which 
hIhI+( q. 
Then: 
(i) The characteristic polynomial of H(p) has the form 
det(AZ- H(p)) 
= (A - aJefo(A)p2q + (A - ai)e-1fi(X)p29-2 
+**. +(A-Lyi)"fe(h)p2q-2e+fe+l(h)p2~-2e-2+... +f&qpO, 
where fo(X), fi(X), . . . ,fq (A) are polynomials in A. 
(ii) The limits 
for the e values of j for which ai = q, are the roots of 
fo(c+“+f,(cui)x”-‘+ . * * +fJq)XO, (13) 
the leading coefficient fo(ai) being nonzero. 
Proof, The proof of (i) is contained in the proof of Theorem 6. With X a 
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polynomial indeterminate, we then have 
(A - aJef#)p29 + (A - aJe-tfi(A)p29-2 
n-9 
x II (~-UP)) ii (~--h(P)) 
t=r+1 t=n-q+l 
n-9 
x fl (A-A,(p)) fi (y)) . 
t=a+1 t-n-9+1 
In this polynomial, substitute X= z/p2 + ai, where z is a fixed complex 
number. After multiplying by p 2e-29, the following is obtained: 
Zefo(z/p2+ai)+Ze-Ifi(Z/p2+(Yi)+“’ +z0fe(z/p2+q) 
nJ/f9 (%+oi-q(p)) fi 
t=lr+1 fJ t=n-9+1 
(++;-T). 
For fixed z, let p-+00 in this formula: The limit of the left-hand side is 
xefo(%) +z”-‘fi(4 + * * * +L(4 (14 
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that is, (13) evaluated at Z. For 1 < t < q, from Theorem 3 we get 
lim,,,UWo= s,, and for n-q<t<n we get lim,,,X,(p)/o= -~,,+r_.~, 
For q < t G T, with a,# at, we have lim,,,A,(p) = at, For P < t < n - q, we 
have lim,,,&(p) = /?,. Thus the limit on the right-hand side is 
that is, a nonzero constant times the polynomial in x having as roots precisely 
the numbers lim,,,p2()L(p) - a,), for those t with o, = ai. 
Since (15) equals (14), and z is an arbitrary complex number, it follows 
that the roots of (13) are the claimed numbers. The result is established. 
The following point is of some interest: The limits described in Theorem 6 
are generally not continuous functions of the elements of H(p). We have an 
example illustrating this. Let 
4(P) = 
5 1 1 
1 5 0 
1 0 2 
1 1 0 
P 0 0 
0 P 0 
1 P 0 
1 0 P 
0 0 0 
2+e 0 0 
0 -5 0 
0 0 -5 
, e>O. 
Then As(p)+2 + E, A4(p)+2, as p+ cc. For e > 0, the multiplicities e belonging 
to X,(p),X,(p) are both 1, and a direct application of Theorem 7 shows that 
lim p2(h,(p)- (Z+e))= -2(7+~), 
P-+@J 
p!.t.t P”@,(P) -2) = - 7, 
For l =O, however, we have e=2, and a straightforward application of 
Theorem 7 shows that lim,,,p2(h,(p) - 2),limP,,p2(X,(p) - 2) are the roots 
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of h2 + 21h + 72. That is, for E = 0, 
&rr p2(A,(p) -2) =7( -3+51’2)/2, 
$nr p”@,(p) - 2) = 7( - 3 - 51i2)/2. 
This demonstrates the lack of continuity of the limits in Theorem 6. 
However, it is true that the limits in Theorem 6 are continuous in the 
elements of H(p) whenever the cq, pi are distinct, i.e., whenever the limits in 
Theorem 5 are distinct. This is because Theorem 7 gives lim,,,$(A, (p) - ai) 
= -f&4/f ( 1 h ,, q w en e = 1, and the right-hand side is a rational function in 
the q with nonvanishing denominator. 
Theorem 6 implies that the approach rate of a bounded positive eigenva- 
lue to its limit is hi(p) = q - O(p -2) as p+oo. It is natural to ask if Xi(p) can 
approach q at the rate O(p -c2+‘)) for some positive e. This would certainly 
be the case if X,(p) = q for all sufficiently large p, i.e., if q is an eigenvalue of 
H(p) for all p. We shall now show that only in this way can the asymptotic 
formula hi(p) = q - O(p -“) be improved. 
THEOREM 8. Zf A,(p) is a bounded positive eigenvalue of H(p), then 
lim,,,p2(Ai (p) - ai) = 0 w h en and only when ai is an eigenvalue of H(p) for 
all p, i.e., when and only when Xi(p) = ai for all sufficiently large p. 
A similar theorem holds for the bounded negative eigenvalues. 
Proof. With h a polyn_omial indeterminate, det(hZ- H(p)) is displayed in 
(10). We may assume Q and AZ - Pz2 are diagonal. Letting q be, an 
eigenvalue of Pz2 of multiplicity e, we may arrange the diagonal of Pz2 so 
that the first e elements are (Y. ,, . . . ,q. We partition AZ- H(p) as follows: 
AZ- H(p)= 
AZ-P,, -Pi2 -P& -PO 0 
-G, (A-a,)Z, 0 0 0 
- Pz’; 0 XI-D 0 0 
-PG 0 0 AZ-R,, -R,, 
0 0 0 - R,, AZ - R,, 
Here D is the diagonal matrix in which the diagonal entries are the oi for 
those subscripts i satisfying ai# q. Let U, V be unitary matrices, with U 
q X q and V e X e. Multiplying det(XZ- H(p)) from the left and right by 
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diag( - UQ - ‘, V, I,_ q _ e, U,Z) and diag(- ~-‘U*,V*,Z~_,_,,U*,Z), re- 
spectively, we find that detQ -‘det(hZ- H(p)) equals 
det 
9’2’1 (A-q)Z, 0 0 0 
9’2’; 0 AI-D 0 0 
6 0 0 XI- ciit,, - at,, 
0 0 0 - 321 AI - R,, 
> (16) 
where 9 ii= UQ -‘(AZ- P&j -‘u*, Y’;s= UQ -1pg*, Y,,, 
= VZ’s,Q -‘U*, G&i = UR,,U*, C&s = UR,,, %s, = R,, U*. The characteristic 
polynomial of H(p) is therefore a nonzero constant multiple of the po- 





where t,, . . . ,tk are positive, with k the rank of 9i’s (=rank P;s). Let 
9 ’ = [A,O], A being the first k columns of Yi& Then the determinant (16) has 
(A - (YJZ~_~ as a direct summand, so that (16) equals (X- CXJ-~ times 
dei 
A (x-at)zk o 0 0 
9;; 0 XI-D 0 0 
p4 0 0 AZ- cRit,, - cJlit,, 
0 0 0 - %%?I AZ- %22 
* 07) 
It follows that (X- aJeek is a divisor of det(XZ- H(p)), for all p, so that the 
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coefficients of all the powers p2Q,p2qP2 , . . . ,p” are divisible by (A- aJemk. In 
particular fk+i(A), . . . &(A) are all divisible by X - (Y*. We wish to show that 
(h - oJeek is the precise power of A- cq dividing the coefficient of p2q-2k, 
i.e., that fk(h) is not divisible by h- cq. 
Apart from a nonzero constant, the coefficient of p2q-2k in det(AZ- H(p)) 
is (X - CX$- k times the coefficient of p2q-2k in (17), so that fk(A) is a nonzero 
constant times the coefficient of p2q-2k in the determinant (17). We consider 
a nonzero term, i.e., a “diagonal product,” in this determinant yielding 
P 9 2q-2k In general, there will be many such diagonals which pass through at 
least one of the terms A - q in the (2,2) block in (17) but all such diagonals 
will produce a polynomial in A times (X- ai)p2q-2k. Suppose a diagonal 
producing p2Q-2k avoids all terms h- q in the (2,2) block of (17). In order to 
give a nonzero result it must select its elements in the columns passing 
through (h- q)Zk from the A in block position (1,2), and it must select its 
elements in the rows passing through (X- q)Zk from the A in block position 
(2,1). But then, to give a nonzero result and the highest possible power of p, 
namely p2Q-2k, it must select all the q - k trailing p elements from each pZq 
block. The diagonal can then be completed only by passing through all 
diagonal elements of XI- D, and by selecting diagonals from the principal 
submatrix of 
[ 
XI- CR,, - %,, 
- $2, AZ-R, 
(18) 
consisting of the first k and last v - 9 rows and corresponding columns. Ihat 
is to say, 
fk(x) = (nonzero constant) X (det(XZ- D)) 
X (a principal minor of (18)) + a o p ly nomial in X divisible by A - q. (19) 




- R2, AZ-R, 
Since A is negative definite, so is any matrix unitarily similar to R, and so 
also is any principal submatrix of such a matrix. Thus the principal submatrix 
of (18) used in (19) cannot have any positive eigenvalues, and therefore the 
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last factor of the first term in (19) is not divisible by (A- a,). The factor 
det(h2 - D) is not divisible by A - ‘Y~ either since D is diagonal with diagonal 
entries ‘Y~ satisfying ‘Y~ # oi. Consequently, the first of the two terms in (19) is 
not divisible by X - ai. Hence A - c+ cannot divide f;(h). In particular 
h(%)+O* 
We therefore have shown that the polynomial (13) has the form 
f&,)x”+fi(c$)x’-‘+ * * . +fk(aj)Xe-k, (20) 
with fa(~y~)#O,f~((~~)#O. We al so observed that (A- aJemk is a factor of 
det(XZ- H(p)), for all p. Could a higher power of (A - CXJ be a divisor of 
det(AZ-H(p)) for all p? If so, (A- (yi)e-k+l would have to divide the 
coefficient of each of the powers p29,p2qw2,. . . , and in particular, (A - 
%I e-k+1 would have to divide the coefficient of p29-2k. But this coefficient 
is (h- a)e-yk(h), and fk (A) is not divisible by A - CQ. Thus (Y~, with precise 
multiplicity e - k, is an eigenvalue of H(p) for all p. 
The roots of (13), i.e., the roots of (20), consist of zero e - k times together 
with k nonzero roots (since fk (q) # 0). Therefore precisely e - k of the limits 
JFm p2(hi(p) - q), for i satisfying ai = (Yi (21) 
are zero, the remaining k being nonzero. Because of the decreasing number- 
ing 4(P) 2 ‘I+ l(P)> f or all p and 1, and Ai(p) < ai for all i, the zero limits (21) 
are those for which the subscript i satisfying at = oi is least. Furthermore, for 
sufficiently large p, the Ai (p) with +(p) = ai for all p are also those h,(p) which 
approach c+ having these same smallest possible values of 1. We have 
therefore proved that 
JA% p2(hi(p) - q) = 0 for i with aj = (Y~ 
if and only if 4(p) = ai for all sufficiently large p. This completes the proof. 
The qualification Ai (p) = q “for all sufficiently large p” is required be- 
cause LY( can be an eigenvalue of H(p) for all p without it always being the ith 
eigenvalue of N(p). For example, in 
10 P 
Z%(P) = i 0 2 0 1 ) 
p 0 -1 
we have A,(p) =2,X,(p) = (1 +~~)~/~,&(p) = - (1+ p2)‘j2 for 0 < p < 31/2, but 
A,(p) = (1 +p2)li2,X2(p) =2,&(p) = - (1 +p2)l12 for p > 3ij2. 
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Summarizing, we have established these facts: The matrix H(p) has(i) 9 
positive unbounded eigenvalues, nondecreasing, with asymptotic growth rate 
linear in p; (ii) ~7 - 9 nondecreasing bounded positive eigenvalues which 
approach their limiting values precisely as 0(pP2), the sole exception being 
the case of constant eigenvalues; (iii) 9 negative unbounded eigenvalues, 
nonincreasing, with asymptotic growth rate linear in p; (iv) Y - 9 nonin- 
creasing bounded eigenvalues which approach their limiting values precisely 
as 0(pW2), the sole exception being the case of constant eigenvalues. 
We now consider arbitrary Hermitian matrices Z-f (not involving a para- 
meter p, and not necessarily having positive definite and negative definite 
principal submatrices). Write H as 
H=A+iB, 
where A is a real symmetric matrix, B real skew symmetric. Let X, > . . - 
> A,, be the eigenvalues of H, a1 > * . . > an the eigenvalues of A. It is 
claimed in [l] that the number of indices i for which 
equals the number of indices i for which & < (Y,. We shall now show that 
this claim is false if n > 4, true if n = 2, and true in a weakened form if n = 3. 
A counterexample for n > 4 is 
H=[ _ioi ti]+[ _; _;]+,., 
for which cr,=l, LY~=O, as=O,...,o,,_r=O, CX~=--1, hrc10.7, AssO.62, 
A,=... =&-a=o, h,-r= - 1.62, h, = -9.8. The truth of the assertion for 
2 x 2 matrices follows by direct calculation. The correct assertion for 3 X 3 
matrices is the following: 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 3 X3 
Hermitian matrix H with eigenvalues h, > X2 > A,, for which the real part A 
has eigenvalues (or > o2 > (us, are 
h3<as<X2<a1<h,, 
&+A,+&= a,+ a,+ a3. 
Proof. By a real orthogonal similarity, we may take A = diag(a,,a2,aJ, 
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and 
a1 ix iY 
H= 
i I -iy a2 iz ) - iy - ii5 a3 
where x, y,z are real numbers, and we are to choose them so that H has 
X,, h,, A, as eigenvalues. Let p = x2 + y2 + z2, 9 = x%, + y2a2 + z2a,. As x, y, z 
range over all triples of real numbers, p,q cover all pairs of real numbers for 
which 
p>O,pa,-q>O,pa,-9<0. (22) 
The characteristic polynomial of H is 
f(x)=(A-a,)(X-a2)(X-a3)-ph+9. 
Let 
The problem amounts to determining the conditions under which real p,9 
satisfying (22) exist such that f(x) = g(A). If f(x)= g(h), with (22) satisfied, 
then plainly X, + h, + h, = (Ye + a2 + lyg, and 
g&Q)= -pcw1+9<o, g((YJ= -pcr,+q>o. 
Thus (%-4)(cQ-h2)( a,-hJ <O< (aa-hl)((Yg-X2)(~3-X3), implying A, 
< (Yg < A, < (Ye < X,. Conversely, suppose X, < (Ye < X2 < a1 < h,, A, + h, + A, 
= (Ye + a2 + (Ye. Determine p, 9 by 
g(4=-Pal+97 da,)=-pa3+9. (23) 
Since A, < a3 < h, < (Ye < A,, g(aJ < 0, g(a3) > 0, and hence solutions p, 9 of 
(23) satisfying (22) exist. For this choice of p,9, the linear polynomial 
f(x) - g(X) h as t wo roots and therefore is zero. The roots of f(x) are then the 
required numbers A,, X2, A,. 
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